
“It looked just like a movie set,” Pierre Martin says of the first 
time he spied what would become his new neighbourhood. Thanks to architectural 
technologist and building designer Greg Cormier of Superstructures Inc., the 
houses on this small, private lane tucked in behind Cocagne’s main street have a 
distinct and nautical New England feel.

Originally built to serve as rental properties for the hordes of summer visitors who 
come to this idyllic piece of southern New Brunswick, the houses on this street provide 
their occupants with the feeling of sand, sea and relaxation. So much so that Pierre and 
his wife Kate decided they wanted to own one, thus beginning their relationship with 
Cormier and a host of other local trades people who they have nothing but praise for. 
From the pressure tank for their water system (Eastern Well Drillers Ltd.), to their 
hot tub (Fun Time Pools Inc. and Noel Electric Ltd.), water softener (Shediac 

Water Conditioning Ltd.), lighting, blinds, paint colour design (Brunswick 

Decorating Centre Ltd.) and paint (Kent), “Everyone came when they said they 
would and did what we expected them to do,” says Kate. Cormier and Lee Kennedy 
of Vista Interiors and Construction, who often work together, became the craftsmen 
the Martins relied upon to redesign and customize their new home.
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Continued on page 30

OPPOSITE TOP: With the 

turret, decks, large windows and 

beach right behind, it’s easy to 

see why Pierre and Kate were 

attracted to this unique beach 

home. OPPOSITE BOTTOM: The 

main entrance is sunny, casual 

and practical. Come in and kick 

off your flip flops here! TOP 

LEFT: The gas fireplace keeps 

the home cosy on cold nights. 

TOP RIGHT: The bathtub in the 

dramatic master suite looks out 

at the beach and ocean beyond. 

ABOVE: A recessed compass 

rose is positioned in the ceiling 

above the staircase. RIGHT: The 

living room offers huge windows 

and a striking panelled ceiling.
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Pierre and Kate, retired from busy lives in Montreal, Vancouver and 
most recently, Ottawa, had no specific location they wanted to settle in 
as they turned east in search of their new home. Pierre happened to be 
travelling in the Cocagne area and noticed the “movie set” neighbourhood 
and fell in love with it on sight. Luckily, Kate did too. They have lived in 
the house now for two years.

Cormier, meanwhile, has done more than just design houses. In 
addition to the nautical feel and the elements that tie all the houses 
together into a cohesive neighbourhood, he has taken extra time and 
effort to ensure the development minimizes its carbon footprint and 
respects the natural environment surrounding it. The street lights are 
constructed from recycled materials and give a rustic feel to the area. 
Lawns maintain the natural setting, showcasing tall beach grasses, local 
stone and non-intrusive fences created from logs and rope. The homes 
themselves have been created to fit into the landscape with their unique 
curved roofs and walls. When Pierre and Kate bought their house, they 
signed an agreement to preserve the natural landscape.

Pierre and Kate’s house is constructed on two floors. Upon entering, 
the staircase is open to the height of both floors and surrounded by 
large windows set into the curved wall. In the ceiling, a compass rose 
catches your eye, further enhancing the nautical feel. The main living 
area, consisting of living room, dining room, kitchen, master bedroom 
and bathroom, is on the second floor. Large windows in the living 

room provide generous views and help supply heat to the house. Other 
strategically placed windows give a feeling of openness and spectacular 
views on all sides. Curved walls are an integral part of the interior design 
and help the open floor plan feel comfortable, warm and part of the 
landscape. The house is wrapped with decks on the front, back and side. 
With the help of their designer, Lee Kennedy, the back and side decks 
were enlarged, incorporating a storage area under the deck as well as a 
hot tub. Pierre is now in the process of converting the hot tub so that it 
no longer uses chemicals. 

Along with the curved walls, the living room features a high ceiling 
curved with wood panelling, part of Cormier’s original design. This is one 
of the main reasons why Kate loves the house. The Martins replaced the 
fireplace in their living room with the help of Kennedy. It is now a high 
efficiency unit surrounded by local stone. A mantel above the fireplace 
provides the setting for a painting of dragonflies done by local artist 
Madeleine Raiche.

Kennedy also worked with the Martins to enlarge their kitchen, 
converting a small island to a breakfast bar, and adding more cupboard space 
plus a wine rack. The design of the kitchen flows through the furniture, 
colours and dining area, in which Lee constructed a built-in pantry. The 
kitchen ceiling has a round, dropped design that nicely separates it from the 
dining room and gives it character. Kate purchased a round track lighting 
system for the kitchen to match the structure. Continued on page 32

The round ceiling detail in the kitchen 

echoes the many round walls in the home. 

A door leads out to the sundeck with 

expansive ocean views. The house is steps 

to the beach. RIGHT: The dining area 

features a handy, custom built-in pantry.

To order a listing in  marketplace, call us at 506.576.9110

or email us at monique@ourhomesmagazine.com or 

michalla@ourhomesmagazine.comMARKETPLACEourhomes
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Soul Impression
Handbuilt   Clayworks
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“Everything that has been added or redesigned in this house looks like 
it has always been here,” says Pierre. “We took advice from Lee (Kennedy) 
and Greg (Cormier) to ensure that the design of the house was maintained 
with the result that the house is comfortable and everything flows. Les 

Armoires SS Inc. even took one of the kitchen cabinet doors to their 
shop to make sure they had the design and colour exactly right.” Sico 
paints, selected with help from Brunswick Decorating Centre Ltd. in 
Moncton and purchased at Kent in shades of Suede, Royal Meringue and 
Medium Tan tie the upper floor together and lend to the warmth.

The lower level of the house consists of four bedrooms and a large 
bathroom. Pierre and Kate particularly love this plan because it means 
guests can have their private space. One of the downstairs bedrooms 
has been decorated for their granddaughter in shades of light lavender. 
Madeleine Raiche provided paintings for this room as well. 

The house has been constructed with many local materials. For 
example, Goguen Lumber in Cocagne supplied additional materials for 
the enlarged deck and storage area as well as the cedar shingles for the 

exterior. While the house has electric heat, the Martins rarely use it. The 
open design of the house allows the fireplace to provide whatever heat 
is required, although the sun provides most of the home’s heat with the 
strategically placed windows. As for air conditioning, Pierre says, “Open 
any doors or windows and the wind looks after that.”

The Martins are here to stay. Along with other partners, they now 
own two of the rental properties across the street and love to hear the 
sound of children playing during the summer. To them, this is the ideal 
spot. They thoroughly enjoy the Maritimes with the slower, more relaxing 
and friendly atmosphere. They have become good friends with Cormier 
and Kennedy and admire the visionary way in which Cormier designs his 
houses. His coastal theme, using local materials, recycling, and minimizing 
the carbon footprint are ideals they uphold.

“We love this neighbourhood and the whole area,” says Pierre. “There’s 
no pollution, no other smells except the great smell of the salt water, and 
it’s quiet.” Adds Kate, “We are centrally located so that we can travel 
anywhere and it’s a great place to retire.”  OH

LEFT: All of the guest rooms 

are on the ground floor. This 

one has double patio doors 

that lead to the front deck. 

BELOW LEFT: This light 

and airy guest room looks 

out below the back deck 

toward the beach. BELOW 

RIGHT: This sweet room is 

decorated for Pierre and 

Kate’s granddaughter.

VINTAGE TEXTURED WALL SYSTEMS 

Would you like to add some curb appeal to your home and stand out 

from the others on your street?

Vintage Textured Wall Systems is helping home owners add 

originality and efficiency to both the interior and exterior of their 

homes by installing EIFS (exterior 

stucco) and manufactured 

stones. The company’s owner, 

Danny Daudelin, has over 15 

years’ experience in the trade 

along with a seasoned crew of 

employees who take a lot of pride 

in quality craftsmanship.

Exterior Insulation Finish 

Sy s t e m  ( E I F S )  i s  e n e rg y 

efficient and a versatile building 

cladding that can add endless 

architectural details to your home. Offered in multiple textures and 

available in an unlimited array of colours, this exterior cladding will 

enhance the look of your home, creating a rich and authentic look.

Manufactured stones come in a large variety of shapes and styles 

that simulate old world stone facades as well as more modern stone 

looks. These stones will add elegance and timeless beauty to the inside 

or outside of your home.

Whether you’re building or renovating, adding a bit of creativity and 

uniqueness to your home has never been simpler with Vintage Textured 

Wall Systems.

For more information call 506.388.8897  

or email danny@vintagewalls.ca

(Please see ad on page 31)

KUTTING VINE GARDEN & LAWN MAINTENANCE

Being on the cutting edge is always exciting, and in a truly green 

industry, that means planning for the future. As a member of Landscape 

New Brunswick, Kutting Vine keeps current with trends and training 

that support the wide variety of landscape services they offer. Karen 

Carrier, owner and operator, stands behind the “Green for Life” brand 

adopted by the organization. 

Whether it’s choosing the 

“right plant for the right place” 

or exploring cultural practices 

that will support an integrated 

pest management approach, 

Karen makes environmental 

stewardship a priority.

Keeping current also means 

going back to school. In 2010, 

Landscape Hort icultur ist 

officially became the 50th Red 

Seal Trade in Canada. Based upon experience in the field, both Karen 

and Van of Kutting Vine have been designated as journeypersons in the 

trade. But that’s not all. Karen has also become one of the instructors 

for the program which is offered during the winter months. Karen sums 

it up best when she says “I have the best of both worlds. Teaching in 

the winter and working in the field from spring to fall. It really brings 

everything together.”

Karen Carrier – BSc(Agr); BEd; Landscape Horticulturist 

Journeyperson & Instructor

To contact Kutting Vine email kvgarden@rogers.com  

or call 506.854.3370

(Please see ad on page 17)

THIRD EYE SECURITY

Mr. Leonard, having his own home burglarized twice within a month, 

took the initiative to start his own alarm company. He had an alarm 

system previously 

but couldn’t afford 

t h e  m o n t h l y 

m o n i t o r i n g  f e e 

after suffering a job 

loss. Three weeks 

after discontinuing 

the service, thieves 

broke into his home and then returned a month later to steal the 

replacement items.

“I decided right then and there that I would open the first company 

that had affordable security for everybody, not just for the privileged,” 

he says.

His company offers monthly monitoring fees starting at $9.99 per 

month, about one third less than his competitors. He says his lower 

price is a big selling point for customers, but it’s his unsurpassed 

service that truly sets his company apart from his large competitors. 

“Ninety per cent of all problems on your alarm system can be taken 

care of over the phone,” he says. “If you are a customer with another 

company and you have a problem with your alarm, it will cost you at 

least $65 to get that technician to your house. Where some companies 

may charge $105 an hour, I do it over the phone for free.”

He’s also a strong believer in giving back to his community by 

creating jobs and donating alarm systems and free monitoring for one 

year to worthwhile causes.

“The Maritimes is about giving great service,” he says. “I give a 

better price. I give great service. I give back to my community and I 

hire locally.” 

506.387.2087, 866.374.3326, www.3rdeyesecurity.ca

(Please see ad on page 6)

PRICE LANDSCAPING SERVICES

Price Landscaping Services has a 

landscape design team of Certified and 

Award winning landscape designers that 

are passionate about helping clients 

turn their landscape dreams into reality. 

With great pleasure they meet with 

clients in their homes to go through an 

initial interview process. This is a series 

of questions tailored to bring out all the 

required information about the property 

and the vision that the clients have for it. 

With the interview completed, the 

designer will proceed to a full site 

analysis which includes photos, measurements of the site, taking 

grades and checking drainage conditions, locating the northern 

exposure, checking soil types, looking for micro-climates, and finding 

the direction of prevailing winds.  

The skill and imagination of the designer are then put to work 

to develop a set of plans which are then shared with the clients. 

These plans can include computer generated plan view drawings, 

construction details, irrigation layouts, landscape lighting plans, 3D 

renderings and perspective sketches as the project requires.

The designer will then offer pricing for the installation of the 

project. They oversee the construction of the project, working with our 

skilled installers until their designs have become reality. 

506.858.7800 www.pricelandscaping.ca (Please see ad on page 11)
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